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International Dance Day Saturday 29 April

South African
champions receive
French honours.

In 1982 the International Dance
Council (CID, Conseil International
de la Danse), a UNESCO partner
NGO, introduced International
Dance Day as a yearly celebration
to take place on April 29. For
more than a decade the Market
Theatre has been at the forefront
of giving South African dancers
and choreographers a platform for
experimentation and celebration.

As International Dance Day
events continues into this week,
the Market Theatre Foundation
extends its hearfelt congratulation
to two leading figures of the
contemporary South African
dance sector, Georgina Thomson
and Gregory Maqoma, who will
both receive the national orders
from the Embassy of France. Both
Thomson and Maqoma have

enjoyed a long history of
association with the Market
Theatre.
Georgina Thomson, who has
championed the Dance Umbrella
Festival for over two decades
and Gregory Maqoma whose
artistic leadership of the Vuyani
Dance Theatre has placed the
company firmly as a national and
international favourite will be
awarded the Chevalier et des Arts
et des Lettres Award (Knight of the
Arts & Literature Award) from the
French government.
Gregory Maqoma’s production
Cion will premiere at the Market
Theatre this month. (See page 6 for
details).
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Gregory Maqoma

Georgina Thomson
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The Market
Theatre’s love
affair with dance.
In the last decade, the Market
Theatre has bravely put on work
that in one form or the another
celebrates dance. It might have
been a musical such as Yael
Farber’s Molora with featured
indigenous movement to creating a
strong body of new contemporary
dance work. In 2005, the Market
Theatre took the plunge and
created TAPSULA – township
pantsula mixed with tap dance a
first of its kind it became an instant
hit with young hip-hop audiences.
Following this success, The Market
Theatre created Ama -Taps – a six
male tap dance piece laced with
original soul local music inspired by
the Sophiatown legends Nathaniel
Blangwe and Mad Joe.
In 2002 Gumboots returned from
its European tour to perform at
the Market Theatre for the first
time – Gumboots devised by
veteran Choreographer Zenzi Mbuli
brought gumboot dancing from
the mines to world stages. It was a
spectacular production that played
to full house around the world.
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Thirst, 2009

Over the years, the Market Theatre
hosted the Dance Umbrella that
has been acclaimed as a pioneering
festival that finds new talent and
giving them an exquisite platform
to showcase their work.
The Vuyani Dance Theatre
spearheaded by the visionary
Gregory Maqoma has throughout

the years been a feeding force
of making sure that every year
the Market Theatre produces a
new dance piece that is delicately
interwoven with powerful and
poignant storytelling.

From Top Left: Dance Umbrella - 2011, The Offside Rules - 2010,
SIVA - 2015, PAGE 27 - 2015
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Gregory Maqoma’s masterpiece

Cion, will premiere at
the Market Theatre
In Gregory Maqoma’s new
masterpiece, Cion, which will
premiere at the Market Theatre,
he will bring author Zakes Mda’s
mourner, Toloki, to life on stage.
Mda attained global renown with
Ways of Dying (1995), his seminal
first novel that featured the
unforgettable character Toloki, a
professional mourner at township
funerals during South Africa’s
transition to democracy. Mda’s
writing is entrenched in African

values, ethics and offers a broader
view of South Africa as a complex
animal with unique cultures.
In Cion, the follow-up to Ways of
Dying, Mda revisits Toloki a decade
later. Like the author himself, the
character is now living in the United
States, where Toloki uncovers the
story of runaway slaves who were
the ancestors of an impoverished
Southern family.

In Gregory Maqoma’s new dance
production, Cion, the internationaly
acclaimed award-winning dancerchoreographer draws inspiration
from the multifaceted character
of Toloki, whom he will embody
in a solo and be joined on stage
by eight gifted dancers from the
Vuyani stable. Maqoma sets the
character against the dark cloud of
his country of birth and uses this as
a palette to confront the notion of
fear: of existing, of religion, of the
self, and of who we have become.
“The world has changed from
what we imagined it to be; we
are all victims clouded by fear.
This work stands against that dark
cloud and brings us light and hope
that humanity still exists, even in
our darkest times”, says Gregory
Maqoma, the artistic director of
the Vuyani Dance Theatre.

Africa Month
May 2017
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“Death is a universal rite of
passage, and the universe of greed,
power and religion has led us to
be professional mourners who
transform the horror of death
and the pain of mourning into a
narrative without feeling for life”,
he adds.

troupe and the percussive voices of
Vuyani dancers, under the musical
direction of Xolisile Bongwana and
Nhlanhla Mahlangu. Maqoma’s
use of Ravel’s Bolero will serve as
a requiem to the departed souls
while offering an opportunity to
heal.

The music in Cion is delivered in
stirring fashion by an isicathamiya

“Vuyani is grateful to The Market
Theatre and the National Lottery

Commission for supporting and
assisting in the realization of this
piece at a very volatile time in the
country’s politics. We are grateful
for the continued and unwavering
support of media sponsors Creative
Feel and Kaya FM” says Siya
Dokoda, the marketing manager at
Vuyani Dance Theatre.
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mesmerising
PRODUCTIONS
at THE MARKET THEATRE STAGES

itsoseng

Last 7 days to catch this
masterpiece @The Market Theatre
Venue
The Barney Simon
DateS
7 April - 7 May 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15
“…………despite its harsh reminder
of the realities faced not only by
the people of Itsoseng, but by the
thousands of similar townships
scattered across our country whose
people’s dreams of a bright future
in the new South Africa have been
dashed by politicians who make
promises that they don’t have the
will to see through. The story is
heart-breaking, and leaves one
with a sense of hopelessness, which
is sadly appropriate looking at the

community of Itsoseng today, a
community only known to many
South Africans from the news
reports after the community burnt
down their mayor’s house”
- Artsvark: Etienne Shardlow
“It was storyteller extraordinaire
Gcina Mhlophe who once
commented that the art of
storytelling lies not so much in the
tale but in the telling. She could well
have been referring to Itsoseng, a
beautifully crafted love story in a
time of disappointment and a place
of poverty. It’s a rich and wellchoreographed work which tells a
story as timeless and as tragic as
Romeo and Juliet”
- Wordpress My View: Robyn Sassen
#KasiLove #Itsoseng

From Top: Alfred Motlhapi and Thabiso Rammala |Dimpho More and Thabiso
Rammala | Dimpho More, Khanyisle Ngwabe, Akhona Namba, Katlego Lesholonyana,
Alfred Motlhapi and Thabiso Rammala | Photographer: Musa Nxumalo
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sophiatown

a tale about triumph!
Venue
John Kani
DateS
31 March - 14 May 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:00
Sun 15:00
“I saw Sophiatown last year, and
I didn’t believe that I would take
away anything new from the play
if I watched it again this year. I
was wrong. In a time of political
and economic uncertainty and
“hysteria” as some have called

it, one could really use some
escapism that theatre offers. The
lively and memorable musical is
being revived with a new, young
cast under the experienced eye of
director Malcolm Purkey. Towards
the end of the play I observed a few
sets of teary eyes spread through
a sea of smiles, a clear indication
of the range of emotions the play
can evoke. Overall, the piece is
entertaining, educational, funny,
and a must see.”
- EWN: Refiwe Thobega

Last two weeks. Don’t miss this
compelling work directed by
Malcolm Purkey.
#Going back to Sophiatown….

From Top: Sandisile Dlangalala, Joel Zuma, Sechaba Ramphele and Arthur Zitha |
Arthur Zitha and Joel Zuma | Christine van Hees and Tshepiso Tracey Tshabalala |
Photographer: Mpho Khwezi
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The SUIT

Can ThEmba season
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
05 May - 28 May 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15
With barely a few days left before
the opening of an adaptation of
Can Themba’s classic short story,
The Suit, multi award winning
director James Ngcobo chats
to BUZZ about his decision to
include dance choreographed by
the Standard Bank Young Artist
for Dance Luyanda Sidiya in the
production.
“It is in moments like this that
make one marvel at the different

From Top Left: The Suit Rehearsals
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discipline that form part of the
artistic tapestry. This is to say YAY
to International Dance Day. As a
theatre maker, I have always loved
sharing a rehearsal space with a
choreographer to work together to
collaborate and shape moments
together, to give a different
language to a text to excite the
audience’s eye with expressive
movement.”
Audiences will be left wanting
more after experiencing this
exquisite piece of theatre. Book
your seats early! The Suit opens
Friday 05 May @ the Mannie
Manim.
#TheSuit
#CanThemba

ISITHUNZI

2016 Zwakala Festival winner
Venue
Ramolao Makhene
DateS
26 May - 18 June 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

During the 2007 ‘Reitz Four’
incident, a video clip went viral
about four white male students at
the University of Free State who
displayed gruesome behaviour
towards a group of black middle
aged cleaning staff. The four
males called it “their own take of
integration”. In Isithunzi two boys,
uScelo and uMuzi, sons of one of
the ladies humiliated in the video
attempt to come to grips with the
impact of the incident on their
family’s reputation and stability.
Isithunzi is about the shattering and
revival of the dignity of a family and
its name.
#Isithunzi
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CHILAHAEBOLAE
Venue
Barney Simon
DateS
19-28 May 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15

The Wits Theatre in partnership
with the Market Theatre presents
Chilahaebolae, a satirical play
written by Kgafela oa Magogodi as
an allegory presenting the world of
Phokobje, the Jackal, who sets out
in search of a long-lost friend Mpja,
the dog. Phokobje soon discovers
that things are not as they used to
be. He finds that Mpja has cut ties
with Nageng and is swimming in
the fat of Chilahaebolae’s suburban
bliss. Packed with adventure and
laughter, Chilahaebolae is a thrilling
theatrical experience which taps
into the Basarwa tradition of
subversive storytelling.
#Chilahaebolae
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The Inconvenience
of Wings

an exploration of mental illness
Venue
Mannie Manim
DateS
14 June - 16 July 2017
TIME
Tue - Sat 20:15
Sun 15:15
Andrew Buckland and
Jennifer Steyn (Photo: Cue/
Dani O’Neill)

Another badge of honour for Lara Foot
The Inconvenience of Wings
takes place in a landscape of
memory and dreams, where
episodes in the play are depicted
as flashing montages weaving
between the past and present,
between consciousness and
unconsciousness, between the
inconvenience of life and possibility
of death. Lara Foot’s new play, The
Inconvenience of Wings, had its

world premiere on Sunday 3 July
at the Grahamstown National Arts
Festival 2016. It deals with the
tragedy of mental illness and the
harm it inflicts upon its sufferers
and those who love them.”
- Dylan Stewart (CUE)
#Wings
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market theatre
personalities

up close and personal with...

Mvuzo Mfobo - Producing Administrator
Q:	Where were you born?
A: Sophiatown
Q:	How long have you been 		
working at the Market Theatre
Foundation?
A: I completed 24 years this year
in February
Q: What does your job entail?
A: I work closely with different
authors, directors, lighting
designers, costume designers,
set designers, artists and
production companies. I
compile their contracts, huffing
and pushing for the return
of the contracts timeously
to reach the cut off time for
submitting to the accounts
department for the payment
of the weekly wages or fees.
I apply for performances
licences, compile the author’s
royalty statements where
necessary and income
statements from door takings.
Essentially, I am the central
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person responsible for
administration in the Producing
Department.
Q:	What do you enjoy most
about your job?
A: Interacting with different
characters, some happy, some
sullen, some angry and aloof,
some humble, some high and
some very much on another
planet.
Q: Tell us something about your
job that people would not
know unless they worked as a
Producing Administrator?
A: It is unpredictable. When you
arrive at work, most of the
times, you never start the way
you planned to.
Q: What do you do when you’re
not at work?
A: Spending time with my family,
friends, and my mother. Doing
house work of course, cooking
is my favorite past time and

listening to the collection of my
music and reading books, of
course.
Q: Please tell us something
about the career path you’ve
followed and in what way is it
better than others you could
have followed?
A: Telling you the honest fact, I
longed to be a social worker
but it was not to be. Being
where I am stationed today,
fulfills that part, working with
people.
Q: Describe yourself in one word?
A: Jovial
Q:	Given a chance to change one
thing in the Arts and Culture
industry, what would it be?
A: I so much yearn for the Arts to
be given the respect it deserves.
It is a career path most people
view as a hobby and not as the
serious career it is.
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Fête de la Musique

(World Music Day)

Venue
Market Theatre precinct
DateS
17 June 2017
TIME
11:00 – 18:00
The Bassline, the French Institute of
South Africa (IFAS) and Alliance Française
of Johannesburg are working closely
together to make this year’s edition of
Fête de la Musique on Saturday 17 June
even more exciting!
In the coming weeks, the team will unveil
the Fete’s musical line-up. Newtown will
be a buzz of activity as preparations for
the 2017 Fête de la Musique come alive
agai.
For the 3rd consecutive year, Total South
Africa will support this event. Concerned
about disadvantaged communities, the
multinational company is proud to take
part in this free festival that gathers
different people in one single place. The
Market Theatre Foundation, a major
contributor of the South African cultural
life, will join the event as well.
Both DGB (home to iconic brands such
as Boschendal and Bacardi) and South
African Breweries will also formally
participate in the Fete this year. After
their success at last year’s event, both The
Potato Shed and Work Shop NewTown
have offered to play an increased role in
2017.
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This year, patrons will receive a French touch provided
by Patachou and Pâtisserie de Paris pastry shops. With
organisers are also number of surprises.
People are invited to follow
Fête de la Musique on Facebook (@fetedelamusiquejhb),
Twitter (@JoburgFDLM)
and on their website to get updates
www.fetedelamusiquejhb.co.za
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What’s on at THE
Market Theatre
Laboratory
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LABORATORY

in bocca
al lupo
DateS
9 -21 May 2017
TIME
Tuesdays – Saturdays at 8pm
Sundays at 3pm.
A story can begin in many places.
One that begins with goats eating
fallen secrets is bound to be
wondrous and fantastical and In
Bocca Al Lupo is that and more.
Jemma Kahn’s previous award
winning productions The Epicene
Butcher and Other Stories for
Consenting Adults and We Didn’t
Come to Hell for the Croissants
earned her much acclaim and a cult
following. The sassy and insolent
Chalk Girl (Klara van Wyk) and the
decadent Roberto Pombo were on
hand in earlier shows but this time
she is flying solo and she soars.
The script is a thing of beauty and
aided by Tertius Kapp Kahn flits
between comedy and tragedy with
metaphor and memoir forming
the base of a very personal and
painfully honest account of her life
after completing an undergraduate
degree in drama and fine art. Her
clarity of insight, admittedly in
hindsight, provides a hyper-aware
self-portrait and she shares some
of the more intimate moments
with a wry self-deprecating wit
which is hilarious.´
- Tracey Saunders: The Weekender
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@ The Market Theatre
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CATCH YOUR
FAVOURITES
COMEDIANS

MED
O

ATIO

HOSTED BY
SIFISO NENE
Ft SKHUMBA HLOPHE
THENJIWE
MPHO POPS
LOYMAD
TICKETS SELLING FAST
R130 @ PICK N PAY
WWW.WEBTICKETS.CO.ZA
R150 @THE DOOR
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LABORATORY

Word and Sound
06 May 2017
from 12h00 – 6pm
book www.wordnsound.com
tickets only R100
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AFRICA MONTH
CELEBRATIONS WITH
THE MARKET THEATRE
LABORATORY STUDENTS
Africa is Beautiful!
The Market Theatre
Laboatory students
are kicking off
Africa Month with
spectacular public
performances on
6 May celebrating
all that is beautiful
in Africa! Join the
Market Theatre
Laboratory at
Newtown Junction
at 12:00 or in
Maboneng at 14:00
to enjoy music,
dance, puppets and
poetry from the
African continent.
This is also the
first performance
collaboration with
students from the
Market Theatre
Laboratory and
Moving Into Dance,
and it’s certainly
bound to be magical!
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LABORATORY

WHAT’S ON AT
THE MARKET
PHOTO
WORKSHOP!

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

exhibition
George Senga Assani: Cette maison
n’est pas à vendre et à vendre at
Gallery 1989 at the Market Photo
Workshop.
George Senga Assani opened his
first solo exhibition in South Africa
at Gallery 1989 at the Market Photo
Workshop. The exhibition will run
until 26 May 2017.

Image: Copyright Siphosihle Mkhwanazi
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Cette maison n’est pas à vendre
et à vendre is an exploration
of the position of houses and
homes caught in situations
of conflicted inheritance. The
project began in the commune
of Katuba, the neighbourhood
in which Senga grew up, after
Senga’s family was caught in the
complexity of value, heritage and
memory that houses and homes
hold, and that come to the fore
with considerations of selling.
Cette maison n’est pas à vendre
et à vendre moves between the
Democratic Republic of Congo
and Brazil (2015-2016), with
images that alternately capture
the exterior facades of houses
and the intimate interiors of
homes. In the photographs taken
in the DRC the objects inside of
the houses show the existence
of a life, and tell the stories
of the different periods of the
houses. The images of objects on
the exterior were photographed
in Brazil in the coastal town of
Praia Grande, where houses
are disappearing due to the
new construction of high-rise
buildings.
Images: Copyright Siphosihle Mkhwanazi
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Image: Copyright Moussa John Kalapo

Tierney
Bamako
Award

Recipient of the of the 2016
Tierney Bamako Award, Moussa
John Kalapo will join the Market
Photo Workshop in May and
June, attending workshops,
meeting students, accessing
the Johannesburg photography

scene and developing his body
of work for the award.
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The Market Photo Workshop,
with support from the
Department of Arts and
Culture, is sending out a call for
photography enterprises and
entrepreneurship proposals.
The Photography Incubator
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Programme will use hands-on
job experience, combined with
technical and theoretical support
and incubation, with the aim
of enhancing and elevating
photographers’ business
ventures and artistic practice.

The Programme will begin in
June 2017 and end in February
2018.
Deadline: 19 May 2017

African Leadership
Academy visits
SOPHIATOWN
On Friday 21 April, 65 students
from the African Leadership
Academy sponsored by Bloomberg
Philanthropies attended a
performance of Sophiatown at the
John Kani Theatre. The students
were welcomed and addressed by
the Market Theatre Foundation’s
CEO Ismail Mahomed. He spoke
about the legacy of the Market
Theatre as a space where the arts
remain a catalyst for stimulating
critical thought, creative problemsolving and for promoting social
engagement. The students,
supported by Bloomberg
Philanthropies, were from several
African countries. Mahomed
expressed gratitude to Bloomberg
Philanthropies for extending an
opportunity for the students from
the African Leadership Academy
to be inspired by an evening at the
Market Theatre. He also thanked
Bloomberg Philanthropies for
their investment in education; and
particularly for their support of
the Market Photo Workshop and
Market Theatre Laboratory.
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Sarafina:
After Apartheid
Mbongeni Ngema’s musical,
Sarafina, came under the spotlight
at UNISA last week in a panel
discussion featuring the playwright
along with Aubrey Sekhabi
(Artistic Director : State Theatre),
Sibongile Mkhabela (CEO : Nelson
Mandela Children’s Foundation),
Nthabiseng Motsemme (Research
Director : National Institute for
Humanities & Social Sciences) and
Ismail Mahomed (CEO : Market
Theatre Foundation).
“Mbongeni Ngema’s memorable
lyrics “freedom is coming
tomorrow” is a reminder that
we still need to continue the
struggle for human rights. This is
what makes Sarafina resonate
so powerfully with a younger
generation who are once again on
the streets fighting for a better life”
said Ismail Mahomed.
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Windybrow Heritage
Architect turns 90
The Market Theatre Foundation
extends its best wishes to Heritage
Architect, Herbert Prins on his
90th birthday. Market Theatre
Foundation CFO, Christine
McDonald, worked closely with
him on the refurbishment of the
Windybrow Heritage House. She
was amongst the special guests at
his birthday celebration.
Herbert Prins is a renowned expert
in the field of restoration work.
Amongst the projects for which he
is known are
the restoration of the Reserve Bank
in Pretoria; the restoration of the
Pretoria Railway Station (gutted
by fire in 2001); Constitution
Hill; Kliptown; the Gautrain Park
development; Church Square
Post Office alterations and the
Barbican Building in the inner-city
of Johannesburg.
He has consulted on the heritage
developments for Vilakazi Street,
Walter Sisulu House; Chancellor
House; Wattville and Thokoza
Hostels; Carnegie Library,
Germiston and the 1928 Building,
Pretoria Station. He administered
the architectural competitions for
Freedom Square in Kliptown, and
the Northern Cape Legislature
Building in Kimberley and was
an adjudicator for the Lilliesleaf

Farm and the Constitution Court
competitions.
In 2007 together with two others,
he administered an architectural
competition for the Southbank
(Spier Estate) competition
and in 2009 administered the
architectural competition for
the design of a new building to
accommodate the offices of the
Premier of the Eastern Cape. His

particular interest in heritage has
involved him in many projects,
including consulting on the ongoing
developments at Constitution Hill
and at the Walter Sisulu Square of
Dedication. He was awarded the
Gold Medal of Distinction of the
South African Institute of Architects
and the Gold Medal of the Simon
van der Stel Foundation (now
Heritage South Africa).

From Left: Wayne (KMH Architects) and Illana Mansfield, Noor Badat, Tom
McDonald, Herbert Prins (Heritage Architect), Agmat Badat (Badat Developments
project manager), Christine McDonald (CFO MTF), Morag Campbell (Xhamai Design).
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Book launch inspires
vibrant discussion
Standard Bank Young Artist Monageng
Vice Motshabi, an alumnus of the Market
Theatre Laboratory, launched his book
Reading the Palms of the Time at the
Ramaloa Makhene Theatre on 24 April The
book is a collection of plays by Mpumelelo
Paul Grootboom, Aubrey Sekhabi, Xoli
Norman, Monageng ‘Vice’ Motshabi and
Kgafela Oa Magogodi and a foreword
written by Warona Seane.
The book launch, sponsored by Standard
Bank, included snippets of performances
from the plays in the book. The
performances were followed by an hourlong discussion.
“When you have, an audience
asking for more time for a postperformance discussion then you know
there’s something real happening.
Congratulations to Monageng Vice
Motshabi his cast and his three directors Nondumiso Msimanga, Thabiso Rammala,
and Kgafela oa Magogodi at the Ramoloa
Makhene at the Market Theatre tonight.
Thank you to Standard Bank for sponsoring
a powerful evening of dialogue and the
launch of Monageng’s book.”
- Ismail Mahomed, CEO of the Market
Theatre Foundation
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MY NEWTOWN:
A Weekly
Series by
Workshop
newtown
The community of Newtown is
summed up by a dynamic mix of
individuals who collectively contribute
to the authentic personality of the
neighbourhood. From singers and
dancers to seamstresses and cleaners
– all play an essential role. Japhet
Matimbe is one such person; coffee
roaster and business partner in the
Newtown-based coffee shop and
roastery, Craft Coffee.
On a visit to Craft Coffee, Japhet
can be found seated by the roaster
or tasting various new blends and
roasts. The Craft Coffee team are
always experimenting with flavours
and roasting techniques to offer up a
unique and inspiring cup of coffee. The
heat of the roaster and the crackling of
the beans offers a warm environment
to the Gwi Gwi Mrwebi headquarters.
The only roastery in Newtown, the
aromatic flavours and heritage building
are a hidden gem within Newtown.
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Follow Craft Coffee on Instagram
and Facebook at @craftcofeesa
and do say hi to the team who
brew a great cup. You can book a
roastery tour by emailing lovejoy@
craftcoffee.co.za or by booking on
site.
@Lou_and_lau
The Workshop team
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Countdown to the
SACO Conference
The countdown to the South
African Cultural Observatory
(SACO) conference which takes
place later this month has begun.
SACO has secured a stellar local
line-up of academics, researchers
and creative practitioners for
its National Conference at the
Turbine Hall in Johannesburg on
May 24 and 25. Delegates at the
conference will also be hosted at
performance and exhibitions at the
Market Theatre.
The conference aims to explore the
relationship between the creative
economy and development
imperatives. The response to the
call for papers was substantial the
research centre said, receiving close
to 100 submissions from across the
arts, culture and heritage sectors,
the creative and cultural industries,
and research institutes and places
of higher learning.
A range of practitioners are
primed to share case studies on
their work with presentations by
Refilwe Nkomo from !Kauru, Fiona
Gordon from the University of the
Witwatersrand, Justine Watterson
and Ruth Sack from Imbali Visual
Literacy Project, Winnie Sze from
the Social Fabric Project, Banele
34

Lukhele from Luk Arts, and Gabriel
David Crouse, art critic from
Independent Media, amongst
others.
The Conference takes place at
the Turbine Hall in Johannesburg
and coincides with Africa Day
celebrations. The standard rate for
the conference is R2400 and R1600
for students. Registration is open
until 8 May. For more information
and registration information visit:
SACO 2017 National Conference
Website.

CULTURE VULTURES: Professor Kennedy
C. Chinyowa of Tshwane University of
Technology will speak at the South African
Cultural Observatory’s National Conference
on May 24 and 25 at the Turbine Hall
in Johannesburg. Picture: SA Cultural
Observatory

SA cultural
governance
in global
spotlight
Top international researchers will
be in Johannesburg this week to
conduct a series of workshops
and talks with local cultural
practitioners.
Researchers; Professor Ian King
from the University of the Arts,
London and Professor Annick
Schramme; from the University
of Antwerp; will be at the Market
Square this week to conduct a
series of workshops and talks with
local cultural practitioners, on the
topic of governance in cultural
organisations.

They will offer an open
public event on Tuesday 2 May
beginning 17:00 for 17:30-19.30
at Market Square. Other events
(Wednesday 3 May) are geared
specifically towards cultural
practitioners running arts
organisations with boards and
attendance is by arrangement
only. Please RSVP to Fiona.
Gordon@wits.ac.za, if you are
interested in attending any of the
events.

Ian King

For more information on the
South African engagement,
please e-mail
Avril.Joffe@wits.ac.za
Annick Schramme
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LABORATORY

Men Crush
Mondays
Phillip Dikotla
Phillip Dikotla graduated from the Market Theatre lab in 2010, and
within years he had established himself as a multi-talented, multiAward winning writer, actor and director - creating and producing
his own body of work, also working with some of the leading
south african theatre makers. In recent years he started establising
himself as a comedy artist and he is currently establishing a bursary
fund under his name in association with the Market Theatre
Laboratory. His work includes: Skierlik, BOY-Note to a generation,
Chasing Happy, Kulneck only to mention a few.
#MCM
#ManCrushMonday
#MarketLabsFunniestFinest — with Phillip M Dikotla
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Market Theatre Laboratory
celebrates its alumni
Follow us every week to see our new crush.
#MCM / #MenCrushMonday
#WCW / #WomanCrushWednesday
#MarketTheatreLaboratory

Women Crush
Wednesdays
Hayleigh Evans
Hayleigh Evans opened P.O.P. Art in 2011 with fellow graduate
Orly Shapiro to create and develop new content and audiences.
POPArt has hosted more than 200 new works and drawn a fresh
audience by hosting theatre in a small, casual venue.
She has now branched out into producing shows, rather than just
hosting them, which means making the financial commitment to
take a good idea and actually get it onto stage. Then the shows
tour other venues across the country. “We have run the numbers,
and if the show works, the numbers work,” she says.
Evans was originally on stage herself rather than behind it. She
graduated in Performing for Screen and Stage from AFDA and
landed some acting roles, but soon became more interested in
the production side.
She first helped to develop The Maboneng Precinct as its brand
and cultural manager and then opened the theatre there. She also
teaches the Business of Arts here at The Market Laboratory
#WCW
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MARKET THEATRE TOURS
GROW IN POPULARITY
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This week BUZZ joins Busi Letwaba,
the Market Theatre tour leader, to
reminisce about the Gramadoelas
Restaurant --- a culinary landmark
that for many years was a part of
the Market Theatre complex.
Gramadoloes was celebrated for
its traditional South African cuisine.
Gramadoloes is an Afrikaans
name which means the back end
of nowhere. It first opened in a
basement garage in Hillbrow.
A year after opening in Hillbrow,
the restaurant moved to Joubert
Park. In 1992, it moved into the
Market Theatre complex. Here,
customers could eat their way
through mopani worms in periperi sauce before feasting on
bobotie. The owners Eduan
and Brian would sit and chat to
their guests who ranged from
ordinary folks to celebrities and
politicians from around the world.
There was a guest book by the
door holding all the names and

signatures of Actors such as Denzel
Washington, Morgan Freeman,
Elton John, Charlize Theron, the
queens of England and Denmark
have also popped in, along with
former presidents Bill Clinton, and
Nelson Mandela. In 2013, Brian
Shalkoff was brutally murdered
in his apartment. His partner was
devastated and did not want
to continue the business. The
restaurant was closed and the
famous visitor’s book was sold to a
peace maker museum in Mandela
Square for R200.000. The idea
was that people would go there to
search for their own signatures.
Find out more such interesting
facts about the Market Theatre in
the weekly ninety minute tours
of the Market Theatre. Tours take
place every Wednesday starting
at 11:00. A maximum of 20
people can be accommodated in
each tour. Interested persons are
advised to book online on www.
webtickets.co.za
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Market Square
directions:
FOUNDATION
For more information
about the Market Theatre
Foundation, please visit
www.markettheatre.co.za

Telephone : 011 832 1641
138 Lilian Ngoyi Street
Newtown, Johannesburg

Directions to The Market Theatre Foundation, The
Market Square, 138 Lilian Ngoyi (previously Bree)
Street, between Miriam Makeba and Margaret
Mcingana streets
Co-ordinates: -26.201984, 28.032706
Co-ordinates: -26.200834, 28.032294
• Take Jan Smuts Ave off ramp from M1 south.
• Continue over Empire Rd, past Wits and over 		
Mandela Bridge.
• At the first traffic light after the Mandela Bridge, 		
turn right into Carr Street.
• At the next traffic light turn left into Miriam Makeba
Street.
• At the next traffic light turn right into the Newtown
Junction Mall road, City Lodge Hotel on the right.
• Continue to the right around the traffic circle into
the Mall’s underground parking garage.
• When you come out of the parking garage using 		
the lift or escalator the Market Theatre is to the
east of the parking area in the direction of the 		
water fountain in the Mall’s square. Walk past The
Potato Shed and through the gate. Then turn right
towards the Market main entrance. Please ask the
security / ushers if you feel unsure.
• To get to the Market Square, continue past the
Market Theatre building, cross the road (Lillian 		
Ngoyi Street) and you will see the Market Square
entrance towards your left – diagonally across the
road from the Market Theatre building.
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